




This essay serves as a methodological attempt to recognize, analyze, and describe the social discrimination. We propose a new
framework of awareness we call “structural discrimination” or “relational discrimination”. Structural discrimination is based on the
concept of ‘discrimination understood from a relational standard’ derived from fundamental criticisms of the conventional concepts of
discrimination that have ‘occurred by circumstances’ or ‘occurred psychologically’. A characteristic of ‘relational’ discrimination is
that we sometimes contribute to or cause discrimination regardless of whether we have any prejudice or discriminatory idea as
individuals when we are placed in certain types of relational situations. In this sense, ‘structural discrimination’ tries to understand
discriminatory phenomenon not from a so-called substantial (or subjective) standard, but from a relational standard. In contrast with
discrimination that has occurred by circumstances or psychologically understood from a substantial point of view, it is in a way
‘unintentional discrimination’ resulting from the nature of social relations between those who discriminate and those who are
discriminated against.
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